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“Contemplation is a luxury, requiring time and alternatives.” —TAHIR SHAH

Mountain Home

The architecture of Romantic Mountain
Cabin in Medicine Park may be rustic, but
luxurious touches, modern amenities, and
a serene setting guarantee that guests will
not be roughing it.

True to its name, the Romantic
Mountain Cabin in Medicine
Park offers a luxurious, adultsonly getaway in the Wichitas.
By Susan Dragoo

That stop led the Petersons to fulfill a
long-standing dream of becoming innkeepers. They bought property on which to build
a lodge but also had their eyes on the cabin
up the hill, which wasn’t for sale at the time.
“One day we were working on the lodge
property, and a for-sale sign went up on
the cabin,” says Angela. “We bought it and
took the building back to its original stone
structure, put in all new flooring and walls,
and kept the original ceiling.”
The Petersons have paired modern
amenities with western accents against
vintage wood and stone. The result is 700
square feet of high-ceilinged, adults-only
comfort that welcomed its first guests in

HERE’S A FORK in the road on

State Highway 49 a few miles west
of Interstate 44. A slight clockwise
rotation of the steering wheel ushers
the westbound traveler into a land of
cobblestones—cobblestone houses,
cobblestone fences, cobblestone bridges,
cobblestone archways. These river rocks
of pink granite are the most recognizable symbol of the community of

of aged wood and worn metal. In the
sleeping alcove, silk rose petals grace the
coverlet on the king-sized bed.
Ron and Angela Peterson created
this haven of luxury from a dilapidated
prestatehood structure. Medicine Park,
founded in 1908 as Oklahoma’s first resort
town, was a recent discovery for these two
Broken Arrow residents.
“I had driven past the Medicine Park
sign my whole life but never knew what
was there,” says Ron, whose business travels
frequently take him through southwestern
Oklahoma. “One day, I decided to stay off
the highway. A friend recommended I visit
Medicine Park.”
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Medicine Park, situated on the eastern
edge of the Wichita Mountains Wildlife
Refuge north of Lawton. The winding pavement of East Lake Drive leads
through cottages, past an assortment of
shops, and up a hillside to the edge of
town, stopping beneath a copper-roofed
structure of cobblestones. Here, nestled
against Mount Dunbar, is Romantic
Mountain Cabin.
A cobblestone walkway leads to the
wide front porch, where a tall, narrow
entry reveals a spacious one-room cabin
perfect for a weekend of seclusion. Flames
crackle in the fireplace in a sitting area
with accents of crimson and textures

August 2012. The couple did most of the
restoration work with their own hands,
paying close attention to detail. Preserving
the roof required significant effort, but in
doing so, they exposed beautiful tobaccocolored roof decking.
To create a modern bath, the Petersons enclosed a porch, blending exposed
rockwork with marble and cedar. A fireplace
set into what once was a window gives the
room a warm ambiance. A Jacuzzi tub and
large tile shower add an air of opulence.
For the Petersons, travelers’ comfort is a
priority. Angela hopes the cabin helps lead
new tourists to the cozy mountain town.
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“What appeals to us is the value of
reclaiming an old and beautiful structure,
and it’s even better when it’s part of revitalizing a community,” she says.
The Petersons will expand their role
in Medicine Park tourism with their
seven-suite Historic Cobblestone Lodge,
scheduled to open in summer 2015.
The town already is an ideal destination
for active travelers. A trail leads from the
cabin to the summit of Mount Dunbar,
offering a view of the village, Lake Lawtonka, and the Wichita Mountains. A trail
system developed by Medicine Park Base
Camp Adventure Outfitters begins right
outside the cabin’s front door. On warm
weekends, Medicine Park is alive with
paddleboaters, fishermen, swimmers, and
couples strolling along the creek.
Back at the cabin, rocking chairs on the
porch are perfect for conversation. Television, wireless Internet, books, and games
provide evening entertainment, but many
simply enjoy the quiet of an evening in
happy isolation.
Under the gaze of the moon, the boulders on the mountain appear white, lichen
reflecting the pale light. Some evenings,
music floats up from the town, but often
the only outside revelers are packs of
coyotes casting their greetings across the
canyons of the Wichitas.
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Local legend has it that bootleggers
once stored liquor and hid outlaws
beneath Romantic Mountain
Cabin’s floor during Prohibition.

Get There: Romantic Mountain Cabin is
$180 per night Sunday through Thursday and
$200 per night Friday and Saturday. 117 Forest
Avenue in Medicine Park, (918) 855-0641 or
romanticmountaincabin.com.
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